The people who mined at Jupiter Creek had done some very hard work. People at Jupiter Creek did do
panning for gold at the Creek, but as well as that they also dug by hand, mostly using shovels which is
very hard to dig with. This land was worked very hard on, and it isn’t treated very well. Some of the
parts of this site are also dangerous. - Pearl
Some of the most fascinating parts of Jupiter Creek are the old mines, the quartz along the side of
the path, the Beatrice Chimney and the horse puddler. The Beatrice Chimney show us that the
batteries were a crucial part in finding gold. The old mines tell us the techniques used to find gold. The
mines are very interesting to look at and see how deep they are. The quartz along the side of the path
is a great experience for the tourists. The horse puddler is very interesting and you can still see the
branches that remain. - Sophie
If I were you I would strongly advise you to put some interest into fixing the railing, signs and safety
issues. Also maybe put in some toilets in for the public. I hope you take my ideas into account. And
although Jupiter creek may have some issues, I still very much enjoyed it. - Eliza
Due to Coronavirus everyone is QR-coding with their phones. It would be a good idea if you add a
QR-code at the start of the walk to guide tourists and people along the track and also providing
them with facts along the way at certain points like the Beatrice Chimney or the Horse Puddler. For
tourists to see to the very bottom of mine shafts possibly put some clear and hard glass above the
mine shafts to prevent accidents and provide handrails at steep points and hills. Adding colourful
vegetation for visual improvement would help,- such as some flowers here and there by not too many
or it will diminish the Gold Field “theme”. The paths are narrow and there is a lot of overgrowth and
collapsed vegetation -it would be much safer to clear up some of the collapsed vegetation. - Natalia
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